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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes research related tc the use of

Ventiopal basal reading program with students in the Kamehameha
fat y Education ProgramAKEEP). Results of instruction were measured
bythe number of object! 'ves gained each quarter, the total number of
objectives gained, the number of lessons taken for each objective,
and sc'ores on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, which was also given
Cd,thtee co*parison groups. KEEP students learned many objectives,
hat at'a relatively slow rate. On the Gates-MacGinitie, first graders
scored 1.4 rather than the expected 1.9. Measures of student
,motivation indicated that motivation was high throughout the year,
but this, vas not enough to raise students to grade level. Rate of
learning increased over the year; statistics on initial consonant
learning indicated a learning-to-learn phenomenon rather than
-phonological interference. The results were interpreted as pointing
to specific areas of further research: attention skills, training in
language and cognitive skills to precede and accelerate reading
achievement, and ways of teaching initial consonants. (Author/AA)
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The Kimehameha]Early Education Program

:The,Kamehameha Early Education Proiram (KEEP)'is a research. and

development program of The kamehameha SchoolS/Berdice P. Bishop Estate.

Themisgion of KEEP ip the deVelopment, demonitration, and dissemination

of methods for improving the education of Hawaiian and Part-Hawaiian

child,ten. These activities are-conducted at the-Ka Nati-Pon° Research

.

and Demonseration School, and in public classrooms in cooperation with

the State Deloartment ofqrducation. KEEP projects and activities involve

pmany aspects of, the educational process; including teacher training,

curriculum development, and child motivation., language, and cognition.

More detailed-descftptionsof KEEP's history and OperatiOns are presented

in Technical Reports

41'
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'KEEP Reading kesearel-and InStructiOnt
, .

Results of the 1973, 74 Program
.

Kathryn Ha Au Gisela E.:Speidel

.

piring-this first phase ?f KEEP reading research, thel3aSic plan Was to
. !

h9ldcurri.culum effects constant by follOwing the instructional plan outlined

in a conventional basal reader program, 'and to maijiaip students'" motivation

at high levels. Thq idea was to do exactly what an ordinary pbblic school

itight'd6, but 1) monitor the acquisition Of skills:by each child; and

'2) maintain good behavioral management by the teachers in order to maintain,

high student motivation.

Assuming,that motivation could be maintained at high,levels, this

strate WOun enablle us to make decisions regarding the direction of future
.

JI,
research:. If tollerstudents were close to grade level reading by the end of the

year, this f ding.would si4w the adequacy of a c ventional curriculum when
,

combined Wit11 aood teaching and'motivation.. Near grade level reading results

wound suggest'nutility of more work in the areas of teaching. And motivation,
c, 0

. rather-Wan curriculum, for researchers interested in improving reading'skills
4

.
.

.40.

in this population of children.1 On the other hand, if the students did not

attain. an acceptableqeveL

,

1SeventY-five percent of:the childrencome fromfamiIies receiving welfare'
assistance, while:the other.twenty-fiVe percent are from, upwardly mobile

Eighty percentrof the children are part4lawaiian. In the first
grade 'class, there are 12 boys and:16 girls, in the kindergarten,'Tr4 boys
And 13 girl's.

reading skill by. the end of the'year with the



Methods used, this finding Would indicate a need for further,:research

curriculum variables.. These would include'determining the specific reading'

skills to be taught,'the order in which-these skills should be taught, the

relative importance of different skills, 'etc, It_might also indicate the.
desirability of certain types of language training' which would precede

. formOreading. instruction.

In addition, by 'recording the number of instruction sessions that a

'`child required to master a reading objective, it would,be possible to test

ideas concerning curriculum variables. One idea to be tested was whether

skilla in some areas would be learned more slowly than Otheis: If ;areas of

Aifficulty could":be isolated, it would be possible later to researchlwaysof

teaching skills in those areas more effectively, and thus help accelerate

1the whole process of learning t6 read. A second idea to be examined was ba.sed

on an observation made by the teachers that students seethed to "forget"

what they had apparently learned a short, time before. To test this.i6a,

/ retention tests were given.

Reading Groups and Classroom Organization

During the first half of the school year, the formal reading program

involved the one class of 28 first graders only (KEE''s Class I). There
44-

were four reading groups, ranging in size from four to nine children. The

students were originally placed in groups according to the reading objectives

y in which they needed instruction.
as determined by criterion-referenced test\

resUlts., The /Composition f the gro *ips changed from time to time, depending

on t1 e skills, different c ildren were ready to learn (based on the results

of weekly teirii0. ending teacher met with each group for apbrokimately
I

0 minutes each morning. The students spent the rest of the time doing

seatwor -- not necessarily i-lated,to reading and were monitored by another

5
."
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..teacher...

At the beginning of the second semester, the first grade and kindergarten

classes were combined, and the 55children were, organized into six reading

26-3

groups. Students were assigned to groups according to tlfeir performance on

'.criterion- referenced tests. All but one of the groups contained both kinder-

orten and first grade students and the groups ranged in size from four to

eleven students. One group of eight kindergarten children, 411 of, whom' ha4

. scores of zero on the reading pretest,,were-put into a special:prereading

program and were not taught according to the basal reader program. (See

Technical Report #34 fOr a description of this program.) Two teachers

worked with the reading groups while,.one teacher supevised the other

children wtio did seatWOrk when not in a reading class. Reading teaches met

with each group ,twice in'a morning for about 20 minutes, for a total of

approximately 40 minutes a day.

Teaching

The two reading teachers had been trained inthe use of positive
4

reinforcement, and had anadequate-kinderstanding-of behavioral principles.

Both teachers tried 'to give as much positive reinforcement as possible,to

the students. Reinforcement was,given contingently, either. for a correct

_4responSe on an academic task or for properattentional behavior.

Teacheril..wee obelrveddu-iing the first semester, and Teache'r's 1 and 2

duringthesecond semester. ^ Teacher behaviors.in the reading claSses were

,monitored for approximately 15 minutes each warning. Times of obse.4vafion

varied according to days of the week. The following code was used to

record teacher behavior:



Academic. praise ("good work", "pertec.i"? i_unice writing", 'etc.'

Manaiment praise (e, g, "j likeYthe wayyou are sittingin

Positive body contactAhugging, patting; squeezing)`"
-A

26

T+ Giving of tokens (checks, stars, letters, i.e., any material reinforce-
,

S

ment'br object rewarding good work)

Giving of privilege, any nonmaterial reinforcer, such

retess first or standing in line first 1,

NJOsitive hand gestures (e. -g. thumbs up, applause)

going out to

S Scold, for either academic or management misbehavior, condemnation of
e

that beltavior in an angry tone, without judging child to be personally

S.

NE Negative evaluation of child without a scolding .tone

SE

D

T-

Negative evaluation included in scold
Vs;

A7lesist, any command for child to cease inappropriate behavior

Negative body contact, pulling child play.from something, pushing him

toward something,:shakes, etc. that are not painful (When circled; it,

indicates painful negative body contact.)

Removal of tokens

Niegatime hand gestures'(e. g. hand to lips)

Taking object away from child

Sending ',child. to time put

A report on relative frequencies of teacher behavior will be presented in a

forthcoming Technical Report.

Motivation

Since observations in the regular classr

suggested that learning to read may not be motivating for these c ldren,

and reports from f-ea ,Aers

'of



notiVaticina

W.
' in the hope

-. 4.
\

system used

afternoon.''

.

e. achievement with knoWnreinforcers:plan ,as .Oevisee to pair readi liac
\

. .

that readin 4aghieVe tilt woula itself f.

.

jecome a reio'rcer,lt, The
.

centered around a "reading part

During every class, students

and.lhe Student or students in

during the

Stars were

given

II

each reading gr

week received an e Written

h :e st dints \whoenetally ven to the

correct academic respdnaeS during a71 Sson.- ,On

stars.Were awarded on the basisor sco es,

I

whichiwas hefd every Friday

haoppo

/

\

uP Who

nity -to earn a'"star,"

. -

earned the most. stars
4

nl'iitation to the reading party.

aye the largest nUmbtr of

All children in the class eventually attend

teachers were sensitiveNto

ity for all to go to

i reward children who

individual diff2r. nce

the reading party'bi gi Ing:

days when testa were giVen,
A

F

.and harder tasks to others within' -the same g

were showing exceptional

did not bring them to'the same
;

The reading party Waa conducted by_onejo

level of achie

sometimes, other adults working in the school

d the reading Party. The

-and equalized the p-Pportun-
.

easier tasks toaome childreq

,
pup. attempted todhera attThe't'e

ffo t, even if these efforts

eme t as others in tht group.

the reading teachers., and,

ere 'asked to attend. At the

reading party, the children usually were given eas

would then

to eat.

riddles.

All

children

read.aloud together, and they were give

games,
4,

about th

Other activities included singing,

adults working in the schqol knew

4

who received invitations to it were

reinforcement. Parents
.

proudly took their

always

were also kept informed

invitations to the

no

reading party

names of children attending the weekly reading art

-to-read books which they

either cookies or candy

and the tailing of

reading party, and

given much social

only because the children

hOme, but because the

es were published in



the.school'S weekly newsletters:

Working from.the assimptio

76-6,

h t'good motivation would manifest liself

in a high!level. Of attentiveness during reading Classes, motivation.Was .

measured by recording the level of student attention. If the. s dents were

well motivated they should pay attention to the teacher and remain '"on-task"

a high percentage of the-time.

The students' behaVior.in the reading,classes was recorded. by- :using

p technique. The observer went downa list of the,StudehtS' names and
. :

. noted whcther each was .0h-task, (pgyipg att nt*on); soff7task (nof

attention), ordisruptive (not ,paying, atten ipn,AnOot erihg other stu

or the teather)OhservatiOns'of-epa teethers-readihg classe§...weie
.

generally, made filie7tiriles.d:Week, at varying 'times' in the,mOrning.:.

Curriculum

The hatal'reAder..progreth selected for. use was he'Cifin 360, by fa'r

.

'-hlThe .
''Ost,widely used-4- iial Series-I.Xl.theatate. Oer

br
es iskdivided into

40 5) , .-.. ..-

levels'-which arenot supposed to correvond to 'grade levels, A firstadel_

.

P

t --\
-student might complete levels 1tliirough 5 anka ;and .grade studenk, leveis

A ,-
t

5 through!(-8, byt no absolute standards are .set. W.ifieyrcikram. ti..:bri0:1\--
:.

..

deacription of the main types of objectivep covered' in, pa,h:of the 1Fst

*,five leve14 followsl.

Level I (39 hisceivesY: The fist few objectived.have to do with
,

identifying and naming'the letters of'the alphabet from a to 1

ation of similar letters, such, as wand n, d. and p, follows. The remaining

objectives concern theidevelopment of the SiLdent'sability to identify and
, .

discriminate words that begin with twenty different initial donsonant

sounds.

Level T (26 objectives The aim in level twh° iS-tabu d the students



sight vocabulary 4114 for -Airkpdipbs

0

,

0.pew'r, are
-A'

introduced.

.2,ancerrihe di criminbtionqjectives
AL :- -

Z..)- , .

Level 3 5Z
...-

ectiv'esSomg

itipu.
similar phonemes,ssuch'as k

e,.
-and4*..2, f;;:trkd d in initi71

. ,.., ,

and,ffnal :pos
. .

1 .

. . ,.. : .- '
Th#tyjsiX.hew sightj,1,1.OTdsartto,he taught Ads i-,and 4 areA

,'

. ..
, A ,*

Vowel sou

.

7iintroduced and avarietYdigraphemic bases, -
.

ill, -it, and-ipe an_ Ofe'
rs,

.

e i .. ..-.

are to be learneC

ev,

on deco

4 is'agieat.dgal of. erphasis).inille1104ur,

ng'Wordp ending withSpacified graR
...
;' .,

I'1' '' 'v 4"...` ho. is bass-','.-slich 2; ---eic''
4

a ,... ,,::. .

'And *A.Pp. DisCkIminaiion of similar phoneMeS in 4-Aitmedi fit5ai

'' i ilr. --'''.Y., $

are introduced.'
... ,

, v

:pas4itr4 is also stressed and'.38. ht : words
(

Itexelvesyr More vowel SO6hdls' are taught and discrimination

. , .

i

between vowel soundS is: emphaSized: Clusttrs
.

sdch

ill .and posses.k.alll sh,_re:roduced,',Alongerb'andigq. 7 .And --ed,.the poss

save'
c t. . .

form ',,6:: and' traetj_on4..vM4y new, si ht:words 11-2 11, con
. Li ' . . g ,

.c. ..,, -in.a , are alsa

be lear4d in

-4,
J1

.several new graphemic. bases,/evel Ote; in addition .to'

Mea'surin Student Achieveme

V

,A list of objectives i,JraS:derwn 4-rNforhe first Six
6

1 , A . '...
j,evels

of .the Ginn 360 series, in the.exact

,-).

ordel' in program recommends

evel,
.

which the

they be taught. Objectives Wt precise And 1 imited. )t theiireprimer
.0

for example, "Caa,identify and name the'lettes A, e is one ob ctive Whitt
,, .. , .

.

,
, .,k,

is another, Objectives-were"Can identify and name the letters g, b"-
-, _ -also "kr

1

,

4*,)

,.-
.4.

'

designed to be of equal' difficult: , trhis,;inewit that earlier objectives mi-ght

.. . .

include' fet.ter.-ftems than similar,,,later objectfves For e\xpinpie, in level 2,

each objectiye` consisted 'off only one or'el.TO sight words , while-in level 5
,

(

0
eat'h objective contained an average of fourf words.

The aim of the criterion-referehped.testing was to Chart student

4 .1-
,

mastery of specific skills, as they were learned-
,

4

P1,-e- and postests,were
7

1



1r
4

. . .

tbiesign ea

1'
;

'V

.

eight items

xep4nti4n t

I V

o

with the regular

:of the same tests,A. 4

ht.6(1Otrfour items

-objective wakcorrectanswers.on. ali'eight
i;

Were multipl 'choice, the student being tasked

or

7 al

form of each test consisting df.

as' level pretestsfor use

Cri r Lon for mastery_ of each

four itemp. Al.Most all tests

correct ans

These criterion-referenced

ways:

1.

to cixcle or mark the-

s were administered in the following

_ ,-.

Atthe<beginning of the year, before reading instruction begalI, the

gstudents were giv4P tretests.cdtlering all obiectives in level one.
t -

4- :

2. Before student entered each new level, they. were given,pretesta on

all the obj ectives in that

3. Testd werealso administered each Monday to cover the objectives

which had beeh taught thiring the pr4viousl.Week. Generally, students had

Moving on to the next objective.pass the,tett befOre

given

4. after students had
f

completed work in a-level, they were

retention tests to see if.they remembered the skills th4y had, .Yearned.

n addition, teachers kept notes on which Dbjectives were'cdVered in

class each day, and the dates each. child was taught a given objective were

recorded. Individual reading

1) the datesof pretesting for
.,

on that =o

records kept foi each student thus khowed:

a given objective; 2), the dates of i

ective; 3) the date the student passed the posttest;' and 4)

retention data.

Standardized

UCtion

results vroliipled another means .of measuring stueent

progress in reading. Th4 Pates-MacGinitieReating Test; Ptima4 Ay with

sections, covering vocabulary and coMptehenSious w-lsq4Ministereu at the

addition to the KEEP first grade class', the test was
,end of the year.



also given to-firSt., rader'S'fat a.middle-:class suburban. school, qt an urban
, -

school-in,.1-diSadvantaged and'at a Neighbor IslancrschOol ih a rural,..

largely Hawaiian community.

-

.

.Initial Prdtests
#

Pretests :given

Results

,

to the first graders during".the first week -of schsoOl.

showed "that feVreading.skilis had been mastered at the time -In the level

one-pree.sstwhich,coftqed-3§ subtests, each representirig an,dbjectiVe,othe-
,.

total number of subtests passed ranged from 0 to lq, with the mean number

correct for the class being 6.39 (4723).2 None of theclAldrelq had mastered
,

any initial consonant Mounds; most weiesfable to identify -the first few
e

letters of tbeialphabet'and

asp and A.

to discriminate between similar letteri, such

,The same test was adminiSteredto the kindergarten class at the

110beginning of the second semester, just prior to entry into the formal

reading program. Scores ranged from 0 to 29, with a mean of 8.22 ( =27).

At the tipper' end of the.scores,
.

four children had pastered most of the

.414.tiai:.consOnant 0oAds, %the at the Other
°

eVeMtea.ai ldren

)scored 0. The rest of the class coiild identify some letters an !make some-,,

-.1

,, of the letter discriminations.

2The results reported. below were computedisp ecifically for .the piirpose.Otthe
basal reader study, and it will be noticed that the number of subjects (n),
whose test results were used in :the analyses in different sections', varies
The reasons-for includinEc or excluding the data for certain childr6
any Parri'cular analysis. are 4S fo.11ows. For the:Birst-grade,' the initial.:
,pretest data were. ased on,an n of 23.' Data were not included,fortheffive

,- 'first grade chijdren who hadnot 'attended,REBP during the previous year.and,
who were. ttadmied sftei the baSal. Fe4der program began: Because they had

. received training in.other-programs, these children had many skills' different
from thoSe of the other KEEP'students. One of the 'children was admitted,



'Total number of objectives ,gained

Gain scores.were computed by Subtracting the original pretest scores from

the tots1 number of.` posttests passed, by the end of the year, For the first

grade class,the mean number of objectives gained was 91.96 (n=23).. All but

e

Lb-1U

five children in the class were,c1o4:to completing level three, Ohich meant

that mOsehad a sight vocabularY (:)

7

more than 66 words; could'discriminate
0 . . .,

.
a 4

between most single 'initial consonants as well as final consonants, and could

4;7 4
. decode pne syllable words ending wi'th,ainumber of 'different graphemic bases.

.

'

11*.rahge for the total number of objectives learned, those-includng. passed
,. .

. ., .

:

on the original pretest;-wts from. 15 to 223, with amean of'98.35 (n=23)'i

. 0based again on the numb fposttests'passed by the end of.the school year. .1.: .

,.Y

During the secondsemester, the mean nuMberof objectives gained for the
, .

, I
kindergarten class was 23.85 (n=27) and 33.47 (n=12) without, the stu4ents in

the special program sOf'the kindergarten 'students who completed level one,

six were working on level two, while four were close to completing level

three. The mean total of objettivee learned, including those passed on, the

1: pretest, was 32.07 (11=23) for the whole class. .-Excluding the students-in

the._spec_ialp,rokr-am,--the- inean. was 45.16 (n=r-9) .

\
Total number of objectives gained per quarter

The number of posttests passed during-each quarter of the school year

early in the first quarter, and. data for this child is included in certain
analyses where it seemed appropriate to do so, such as in the analysis of
objectives gained .per quarter. Correlations and other analyses which involve
only end of the Year data for the first gra e were computed using data for

,

all of the children (n=28): In the kinder arten class, one child was
admitted after the end of the first quart Thtrefore, beginning of the
school year analyses have an n of 26, while e the full n of 27 was used for
end of'the, year analyses. The factors mentioned above may be relevant.
in other studies. Therefore, later technical 1eports may present slightly
different statistics from those reportedJlere. '

It 13



26-11

was cOmputed for the first graders. The mean number of objectives gained per

quarter are listed below:

Objecti

First Quarter

Table 1

es Gained Per Quarter

10.18

19.54Second Quarter

Third Quarter

Fourth Quarter

(n=24)

31.71
.

33.17

'A significant increase in the number of objectives gained occurred between

the first and second quarters (A=:0824,T4(.001), and between the,second and

third quarters (A=.0905, pc:401). During the fourth quarter, the rate of

gain was only slightly higher than during the third-quarter and seemed to

have stabilized. While available, data for the kindergarten are not

reported here, first, because information is available for only two quarters,

and, second, because unlike the first grade, the whole class was not in the

basal reader program. For these same reasons, retention data-and pretest

correlations with end of the year reading achievement for the.kindergarten

are not presented.

Initial consonant learning

The very slow rate of learning during the first quarter was due large"),

to the difficulty with which initial consonant sounds were learned. An

estirate of the amount of time required to learn the various initial

consonants is s wn in Table 2. The figures were derived by averaging the

number of. 20 minute classes Auring,which each child received instruction on

the objective before passing/ the posttest. Data were analyzed only for those



Table 2

Timellequired for the'Learning of Initial Consonants

Consonant.

1. b

2. d

g

4.

5. t

6. /k/c

7: kv

8.

9.

10. v

12. f

13.

14.

15. n

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

(n=21)

Mean Number Lessons

7.0952

5.7143

5.5218

3.0476

3.4762

3.3333

2.9048

2.9048

3 4762*

1.6190

2.8095

2.7143

2.9043

2.9524

3.4286

2.0476 .

3.0476

2.0000

2.2857

2.1905

26-12

21 first grade children who had learne all'-20 consonants by the end of the
..school year.

According to a linguiSt at KEEP whose area of specialization is the

15



phonologY of Hawaii
r

Creole, all of the initial consonant sounds the Children

were taught do occur in Creole,. Turthermore, on'tha basis of what known

about Creo/e phonology, there would be no reason to predict that any

particulgt consonant would be more difficult' to learn than any other. There

was some acceleratifin of learning with the first four letters, indicating

that the children seemed to have greater difficulty in learning the first

phoneme-grapheme correspondences. After the fourth letter, however, this

1
increase in rate of learning was not continued.

Table 3 shows the results of statistical tests to dete rmine'if a

learning-to-learn trend was shown within the, first four consonants. -Comper- ,

isons Were made between the, number of &Rye of instruction taken

.---,

before the
. .

posttest was passed by each student. SigUificant differences were
....e

found when

t bhe rurth letter.the first, second, and third letters were each compared .t0

Between the first and fourth letters, .A-.1106, T04:.001; between the second and

fourth, A=.1193, .2..01; and between the third and fourth,. A=.1072,

Learning to Learn within the First Four Consonan ts

Letters J1

b(1) and d(2) .7883 N. S.

b(1) and g(3) .8310 N. S.

b(1) and p(4) '1106 P .1-_)01.:
(.4

d(2) and g(3)
,

13.6250 N. S:

d(2) and p(4) 1193 p < .01

g(3) and p(4) .1072 p <.001

(ns,21)

Further analysis of the last 16 '.coneonents showed that these were learned
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after a mean of 2.'76 lessons. The standard deviation for the number of

le'sSons taken to,l.earn these consonants was .555. ;the following table
,

'shows the four most slowly learned consonants for which he mean number of

lessons,required was more than one standard deviation above the mean.

Table 4

Con4nants-More Than One Standard Deviation Above Mean

Consonant Number'in Sequence

1.2981

1.2981

1.2123

1.0405'

n

ik/ c

5

9

15

. 6

1

N, which occurred fifteenth in the 20 ietkr sequence, proved to be)as

difficultto:learn as t which were fifth and sixth in the sequence.

In the case of /k/c it is possible that the'letter name siy'suggesting a S.

sound caused some confusion for some children.

Consonants which were learned most quickly, with the mean number of

lessons required more than one standard deviation below the mean, are shown,

below: '

Table 5

Consonants Mote Than One Standard Deviation Below Mean

Consonant

w

Number in Sequence

10

18 -1.3622

16 -1.2764

20 - 1.0189



q,

..

'In this'case, At might be guessed thlt r, j, and w were learned more quickly
., .

/\ibecaUse they came near the end of the seRaence. V, however, was learnedbecause
,

.\ ,O) V, A

most quickly of.all and was only tenth in the sequence,

\, Data 'on , consonant learning for the kindergarten 'were available for only

tan,children, the onlyones Who completed level one. This information is

iOt reportedlaf this time because of the small. size and unrepresentative

nature of.this group.
z

Retention tests .,

Retention data for levels one and, two were analyzed for-the first

*
dyers '(n=27). The mean number Of,subtests correct, on the retention test

leVel one, was 33-.71 out of a possible 39,. wl_th a range from 28 -,to 39.

For,lavel two theidean was 24.13s-out of a possible:26, with a range from 17

to 26. The restricted range in both cases. accounts for the fiOngignificant.-
42.

.

correlations between scores on the two retention testa and tota reading

achievement (r=107 for level one and r=.134 for level futo)

Correlation of Pretest Scores. with End,of the Year Reading Achievement

Pretest data for the first. grade class were analyzed for le4els one,

two, and three. the mean pretest score for level one was 6.39 out of a

pOesible 39. The correlation 'of scores on this\pretest with. end of the

year reading achievement, as measured,by tha total number, of posttests,

passed, was significant (r=.771, t=5.546, JI<.001, n=23). The mean pretest

score for level two was .667 out of a possible 26. Because the test covered

sight tocabulary and, most .children scored zero, no correlations were done.

-The mean pretest spore for level three was.24.13 out of a possible 52, and

the correlation with end of the yeat reading achievement was agaih significant

(r=.438, t=2.233, 2<.05, n=23).

is
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Correlations of Reading Achievement with IQ and S a Bard English Comtetence
,*

Wrahle 6shows the correlation between reading aglevement at the,* .
.....,

beginning and end oP-the school year and IQ stores. For the first grade,

beginning, reading refers to test scores Obtaid4 in September, 1973; final

reading to test scores obtained in June, 1974. Fi'ist-IQ refers-to Wechsler

Preschool and Prim Sca l of Intelligence (WPPSI) scores obtained inothe4

spring of 1973, second IQ to the Wechsler Scale of Intelligence for'dhildren

(WISC) scores obtainpd in the spring of 1974. For the kindergarten,

beginning reading refers t5test scores obtained in February, 1974. All

.other references are the same As.fOr the first grade, except that\the

. --kindergarteners were tested bOth times with,the WPPSI. All of the correlations

Table 6'.

Reading Achievement and. T(1

First Grade

Beginning Reading/First IQ .7458:(n=23)
..

Beginning Reading/Second IQ %5643 (n=23),:

Final Reading/First IQ ,.8821 (n =23)

Final Reading/Second IQ .734 (n=28)

*13,4(.01 in all cases

Kindergarten

'.7712 '(n =27)*

.6691 (n=27):

.7787 (r1,027)

.7077 (n=27),

are highly significant..(p 7.01 in all'cases).. It is interesting to note with

-both classes that the highest correlations are between final reading and

_1'first IQ, .8821 for the_firjt grade and .7787 for the kindergarten.

The Standard English Repetition Test. (SERT) (see Technical Report 15)

was administered to oth kindergarten and first grade classes in the fall and

spring. Correlations with beginning and final reading achievement are

'shown in the table. Again, all correlations are highly significant.

c3

vp.



, Table

Reading AchieVeMent and SE CO

_ First Grade

4 r

Beginning. Reading/Fall SERT .5071 p:(.02

(n=23) t= 2.6962,

Beginning Reading/Spring SEAT .6846. p4(.001

.(n=23) t=4.3040

Firol Reading/Fall SERT 672 p. 001

-Final Reading/Spring SERT

(n.-123) i=4:160.6

p<.001
Z.

56

(n726)

.5743

(n=27)

.6499.

(n=26)

.6358

p<.0.1

t=3,3196

p:<:01

t=3.:5078

p<.001

t=4.1892

sip<;001 c

(n=28)` t=4A007 (n =27) 4t=4

achievement and Standard English

4

Partial'c?rrelationS between reading

competence, if IQ is held constarit, are preserged in the following table.

Fall

Table 8.

Correlation between Reading and SERT, IQ

First Grade

r=12.3

.0746

ant- -

Kindergarten

712.'3

-.6106

a

t=..3345,

(n=23)

t=-L.0530

Xn=26)

spring .3873 .2930

t=2.0147, p<.10 t=1.5013
O.

.(n=28) (n=27)

correlations are between scores obtained on all three variables dui'ing the



same time period, that is "fal,10
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4,, ,

itY4catcs that correlatitons between fall

scores in readingk IQ, and Standard English compe,tenZe were` to arrive'at

410- the partial correlation. iIn no coase was the telationship highly Sigificant;

indicating -that reading achievNament, at least in the early'stageS, is much

more related to IQ than'to Standard:Epglish competence. This conclusion i

substantiated' by the results of tIrpartial correlations for reading and IQ,

wh9,j1 S ,yandard Engl h

Spring .

competence is held constant.

.fir
Table

Correlation betweenc-JReading and

First Grade

It can be seen ,that IQ

'IQ, SERT Constant

Kindergarten

r=12.3
a

.6371

(n=23)

.5749'

t=3.5131, p<01

(n=28)

r=12.3

,6398
.

t=3.6976, pc.:.01 1,w9.9925, P<-001-

0
/

!::::)

t=2.7082, p<.02
_ ___

(n.27)

correlations are not

Standard

greatly reduced IfY

English competence.

highly significant.

Standardized tests

Results obtained from administration of the Gates-MacGinite Reading Test,

Primary A, for the KEEP first grade ard'snown in Table 10. School 1 is a

factoring out the variability

All correlations between reading and,IQ

due to

remain,

m.ddle class suburban ischool, SchOol 2, an urban school n
-

a disadvantaged.
\,

area, and School 3, a Neighbor 'Island School in a rural Hawaiian community.



Vocabulary

Standard Score
Pettentile
Grade Score
Standard Deviation

(Y)

Comprehension

Standard Score (X)
percentile
Grade Score
Standard.Deviation

Composite (Voc .6 Comp

Table 10

Cates-MacGinitie Reading Test, Primary A

KEEP School 1

Scores

School
3

34.50
, 6

1.3-1.4
15,14

37.25
10

1.4
12.20

Standard-Score (X) 35.54'

Percentile t 7-8
Standard Deviation. 10.,91

S hOol 2

n=35 n=34 n=12

26 -19 .

51.71
58
2.3
10.74

.60

3

2.0
9.88

51.14
54

/10.41

3.50
.5

.3

-2.69

37.91
12 --

1.5

18.76

40.08
16

1.5

15-49

-40.-50
,

16

1.5,

9.37

.

Predittably, the hi hest' mean sco es on a,' tree measures were obtained

. .
,

by the c the
at School r, the middle. lasP Pc 001. The scores for the KEEp

35.70

18.07

40.29
16

11.68

class are most like the scores of Si nol 2 However, while the vocabulary,

4\

mean standard cores identical, thex0mprehensi n, and comp site are

standard viations,for School 2 are much / arger than for KEEP. The mean

soores at Schoo1.3 are higher than those

.numbers subjects at.School 3 must b

The distribution. of.compn site scor
?.)

schdols show very different distributio s. 'At KEEP, there were many

students who scored below the 10th perciintile and none who scored above tb_e_

.70th.- At School 1, as expected, score approximated,a normal distribution

with both the mode and the median fall ng between the.51st and 60th percentiles.

Sthool 2 had the largest number of lier low scores, below the 1st

or KEEP and School 2, although; the

aken into consideration.

appears in Table 11. All four

t '22



but, there is a cluster .of scores :near the AT end ofthe
. ,

Table 11T

Distribution of Composite Scores on Gates7MacGintie Reading Test

Percentile.. '' ."Number of _children (`% of class)

26 -20

KEEP

(n=28)

6(21.43)

1-10 9(32.14)

11220 3(10.70

21-30 4(14.29)
ti

31-40 3(10.71

41-50 0(0) ,

51-60 7,14)

61-70

71 -80

91 -100

o
1(3.57)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

. School 1

(n=35)

0(0)

.3(8.57)

4(11.43).

3(8.57)

3(8.57)

1(2.86)

6(17.14)

2(5.71)

3(8.57)

School 2

(n=34)

13)(38.23)

7(20.59)

2(5.88)
.

0(0)

.2(5.88)

1(2.94)

2(5.88)

0(0)

1(2.94)

School 3.

(n=12)

1(8.33)

3(25) -

5(4i.67),

0(0)

1(8.33)

0(0)

(0)

0(0)

0(0)

3(8.82)' 2(16:67),

0(0)

Table-12 'focuses on the perfOrmance at the lower.end,of the scale,

showing the yercentage of students in each classwithscoreS a

10th percentile. The total per'tentage of

be

i

ow the

students scoring below.the;_ 0th

Percentile is very similar for KEEP and Schoo1-2. School 2, ho ever, has

'a. somewhat higher percentageof students scoring below the l'St' erc ntile:

School 1 shows- -few students with very low 'scores, while School 3'6hows

33.331 of the-class with scores in this range.

23



ercentile

0

1-10

Total

Table 12 4
t_ IN

Pei-cent of Class at:or :below 10th Percentile

032.14

53.57

21.43 . 0

8.57
.

8.57 ,

38.23

20.59

58.82

Sch A-1col 2 : Sool 3P KEEP GeKdol 1

8..33

25.00

33.33

1. 0

The percent of the four dasses scoring abfre'the 50th percentile is.

shown in Table 13.' KEEP shows the smallest percentage of children at

level, only 10.71, in ontta*t t of children at. Schooito he scores 1 where

60% of the ClaSs scored in.this: ange, and school 2, where. 26.47% scored

this*range, and School 3+.7ith 16.67% of-the class

Perce tile

.5 =100

EP

Table 13'

of Class

in this range.

above_500 Percentile

. School 1.

.71 'C 60.00

School.2

26.47

School 3

16.67

in

It mast be, noted that the results obtained
e are not completely coMP arabl'e

testabecause df differencesin the populations at the-different schools. The

OWwas sdministerr at School 1 to have a local middle cuss CompsrisoKlg :

-.
because the norms of -the Gates test, were developed from-mtainlanasamples.
.,.... , . .-

The particular class tested was selected because it was using the same basal

reader program'as KEEP..the GinrL360. SchoOl 2 was chosen because it was in

,the same geographic area as, the' KEEP school and was thought to ,have a similar

404.3*
populaVio However 19 of. .the 34 children who

... .

Filipino surnames, as compared to enly!2.out 28 children

-Another ference between the-two- gro ps was 'in the' b4

the-KEEP class.

er of childqdfrom
e

familfcs on welfare. At.School..2, the f 37% while at KEEP it--was aboufigure

took the test appeared' to have



was .75%.
0 .

Certain differences bekween,the population at Sc110001 3 and KEEP

Nshould,a1.1...T.he

oba.srvrs.have

noUd. S.i-u3cnrg at school 3 come from a rural area, and4:7

de ctibed the p as more obedient, quiet,._, and attentive

.-. KEEp"studetIts
. ..

, 1.10-dotfrom an ur an environment.

'vk .
`-a

The correlation-between the Pates-MacGinitie scores and total reading

than the

acbievement number
fo- the KEEF first grade class as measured by the total

posttests passed was .8493 (t-48.2034, n=28).
,

.

The results 8 standardized testa administered, at the end of.the.scho 1

freat indicated that the KEEP firstygrade students.were TpAding as a gfa.uP at

a grade level of 1.4 rather t fan the expeCted level, of 1.9. Standardized

testing verified the observation that there wad a relatively slow rate of

.learning,, as measured by the number of posttests passed.. There was a very

high Correlation of ,8493 between the reading achievement Atif,the class, as
. ....

.

measnred.by criterion- referenced tests, and the scores on the Gates-,CGinitie

More than half of the KEEP class, 53'57%, scored below the 10th percentile

on ths Gate; te4, nallY .1.0.177.',scored aboVe the 50th percentile, and no.'Chi ldren

in the grpup ranked highei than the 70th percentile. The mean composite score

was 35.54 which pieced the group in the 7th t 8th percent11. The results

e-Sting three other groOPst two similar in some ways, Weise, described, The

of

middle clksn grouplIsing the same Curriculum as the KEEP students showed the

exp ected results obtaining a mean composite scOre of 51.14 wbkth placed them

in the 54th percentile as a group. Students in a school:in the''same geographic

area 'as the KEEP sch661, showed results almost identical to those at KEEP,

With a pesh c falling also inthe 7th or 8th percentile.composite score of

Differences in the distribution of scores between KEEP and this school were

described. The pefLentage of students in both classes scoring below the 10th
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ercentil.e was very close, 53.57% at KEEP and 58.82% at School 2. At this end_

of the diitributlon, it was observed that smaller percentage of students at

',,KEEP Were below, the 1st percentile (21.43%.7,to 38.23 %) and a slightly larger

percentage had scores between thejst and 10th percentile .(32-14%-o

This,thay 1044tc'ate some differences L* the progessbeing made by lower ability

students:

'IR . .

It may ',.thus

.test NeSults that

,

. .

be concluded from both criterion-referencedand $tandardized

the effects of good teaching and motivation in themselves were

not enough t,49 raise' the. students to gracie level reading.' ThiS fAndingpoints to
. ,

the need f'0' derailecrinVe-stigation of'curriculuiTvvartablesWilib

aif c the ratd'at which students'in the .Subject popUlation learn to read.

However, good 'teaching.and motivation provided the framewOrk within which

learning could and did take place, as shown by the large number of reading

91411:s gained :by thefirst grade ,'children during the school year. Pretests

showed that they had mastered an,average of only 6.39 skills at, the beginning

of the year, but by the end of .the year, thdy had mastered 98.35 skills, for

,amean gain of 91-96. There is.rib doubt that much leArning did occv, yet

the rate of learning was,not rapid enough to bring the children to grade

level in. reading.

The analysis of data on the mean nothber,of objectiVes gained: per

quarter showed.thatthe,first grade students' rate of learning new objectives

increased as the year progressed. This'leaPning-to-learn phenomenon show

,,,,epladT they were developing skills which enabled them to acquire other skills

more quio}dy. During the -first quarter they learned a' mean of 10.1813 new

objeCtives. This theanNro to 19:5417 in the second quarter, to 31.7083 in

the third, and to 33.'1667 in the fourth quarter.. The rates of increase between

irst and second, and the second and third quarter's were significant

26
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(tt;<.001 in both cases). The question of. how to accelerate this proceas

even, further during the first year of learning to read becomes SnA.mportant

one.

Much 'of the.slow progress dniing the-first and second quarters was due

o the difficulty in leatning initial consonant sounds. An analysis of data

2on initial consonant learning showed that the mean,nOmber of lessons required

'befora the students passed. a posttegt on a given consonant did not dectease ,

at.a steady or.constant rate over the series of 20 consonants which were to

be learned. The steady acceleration of learning which occurred over

1
he

first four consonants might be accounted fot In.differt ways. The first

two consonants to be rned were b and d, and it is posgible that the

difficulty in discriminating betWeen the two graphemes contributed to the
I

,slower rate dt.which these-two were learned. On the'Other hand, it may be
.

the case time there-was a-learning-to-learn-effect-In the beginning-of the

sequence of consonants.

On the basis of the,observations.of the reading teachers, it would-

,

.appear that there was a great deal of later valuein the lentning of initial

consonants, despitainitipl difficulties. Without having been specifically

trained to do so, some :of the children used their knowledge of initial '

consonant sounds to help them rea iar wordi: Many of them also
,

seemed to generalize from what they ad .learned about consonants in. the

initial position to consonants in the final position, and thus were able to

pass tests on final consonants after fewer Lessons, or even after no lessons
- -

alb.. This use of information learned earlier accounted in part for the

higher pretest scores in level three and also for the acceleration of learning

seen in the third and fourth quarters of the school year.

One of the main reasons for interest in the acquisition of initial

27



Consonants was the question of whether, and in what. way,language patterhs

might Interfere with leariling'to read. Most of the children atKEEP andin

the subject.population are speakers of Hawaii Creole, or "pidgin" English.,

The dialegt in which.they are learning to read, both in terms of their

teachers' language and the language-Of their basal readers is "Standard"

English. While these dialects have many, many.common elements, there are

also specific known points at which they differ. Some of these-points have

tb dawith phonology so ,that it might be expected that phonological differences

could cause interference in those-areas in which Hawaii Creole differs, from

Standard English. However, the'data on initialconsonant learning do not
11.

seem to qu'pport a theory of language interference at the phonolOgical level.
_

Rather, it seems,there was a possible learning-to-learn effect with the

first four letters, as Mentioned earlier, followed by:a plateau, at which

-tiffiIWIth-the possible
10 exception of v) all letters' were learned-after-About

the same number of lessons. This, would point to the possibility that it was

not Standard English competence in itself that adversely affected the

children's learning of initial consonants', but rather lack of skill in other

areas of language competence or -cognition. This interpretation is supported

by the finding thatihere'were not .significant correlations between reading

achievement and Standard English competence when IQ fects were held constant.

FurtherMore, when Standard English competence was held constant, the correla-

tions between readin&achievement and IQ remained very high.

It would seem at-the present that the mast fruitful area for future

research would be that of language'anircOinifive-learnIng. It may wen be

that certain kinds of language and cognitive training either preceding or

included with formal reading instruction might greatly accelerate the

acquisition of reading skills.
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A start has already been made in investigating some possible variltbles..

One of those already tested WAR the hypothesis that lack of retention of

previouSly leatned skills might accountior the relatively slow rate at'which

objectives were learned. This hypothesis was not supported since the analysis

of retention data sholed that few objective ere forgotten with the passage Of

two weeks. oftime, Furthermore, all students of both higher. and .lower ability

rperformed.equally well-on'the retention tests. One reason for good.- retention

-was-undoubtedly the rigour of the criterion-referenced.testswhich were,,designed

in such a manner that getting a perfect score by chance was extremely improbable.

The high standard set for passing a test meant that students were trained,untill.;

they had a relatively high level of:competence in the skill and much over

learning occurred.

Another study of a possibly important language and cognitive _skill has

also been conducted at KEEP, In this study, children in the experimental

stoup were trained to "label" or use phrases to:describe the differences

between similar letter-like forms. It was found that it was pOssible to train

children in this spetific Skill: Also, a high correlation between. this labelling

skill and reading achievement was found; The findings of this studywouid_Seeth

to support the-view that language and cognitive training would accelerate the

acquisition of reading skills (see Technical Report 4137).

Informal observations also point to the high potential in this area of

research. rMany observations were made in particular:with the group of

eight kindergarten children who were, placed in a special prereading Program

rather than the basal reader prograth. primary .aim of this program was

to develop attentional skills and a highly etrUctured;system for dOingso

was used (see Technical...Report #34). The main idea behind this approach

was that attentional skills should be treated as.atademic skills, basic to
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all future learning in school.. Training was.also provided in.three areas of

language competence: 1), use of prepositions, 2) vocabulary,,and 3) repetition

of phrases. The success-of training in altentional skills and these three

.areas of langUage competence seemed to be verified by the manner in which

S'

the children, tackled the learning o sight, vocabUlticy, introduced at the end

of the semester.

The observed lack of previous training in.basicattentional, linguistic,

and cognitlileskills, especially with chilldren in the pre"teadiuk program,
.

imggests Chat a one year effort to reach grade level reading in the first

grade would have to teach:many children skills whiCh most middle.class

children would have been taught aver aperiod'af perhaps three or four.

years. Follow up fhvestigation should be done to see whether the later effects.

of this first -year basal reader based program have served at all to narrow

cra-s-sITeef-§".

At thiS point, a few remarks, will be made to explain the reasons for

using the approach' t.curriculum research which has been described. 1.11111

the ares.of reading research there is_some controversy surrounding the use of

programs. in Which many slecific behavioral objectives are drawn up and then ,

arranged-in a set order.- .The basal. reader program .used here was obviously
- ' .4.

of this type.- Opponents.of this approach to thn teaching of reading arcane

that a highly specifit skills-oriented approach cannot be justified,. because

it ie net yet kvctwn exactly what skills are required by most children in

learning to read. -Furthermori, it is pointed out that the types of skills

used .at one stage of reading n4ay not be useful at another, later it -age, and ,

may even he a stumbling black to future learning in :anus cases. For example,'

the use of Apecific phonic (decoding or seundiffg (hilt). skills may be very:

helpful to Children who sre-beginuing to learn to -.Lad. However,this.Thettet



by letter sounding out strategy would be highlYinefficient for mature_
e
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resters, who read by whole words or phrases'. These two points are important.

Hewever, in support of a specific skills- oriented approach to reading

maintained that the current Tack of ationinform

,I is

about which skills will
.

facilitate learning to read should not prevent investigatiOn along this alline

nr,the.use of sensible programs which seem to make -useof,what information is

available The regrettable lad( Of concrete evidedce to support the value of

many specific skills in the procest of learning to read should serve-as an

etas for. future research, not as a bartisr.

Furthermore-, a specific skills approach omparedch has

. ..1 /

many advantages when

Oneglobal' types of strategies often used-in reading research.

extremely important advantage is that when a study
# -

is concluded it is

generally possible to:relate the differences between the data for experimental

and control groups, any, to specific This is seldom_ Possible

when global strategies are used; For exaMPla, a study.,.., f'the global type might

compare a phonics curriculum to a so-called linguistic reading curriculum.

Generally, the only measure Of the dependent variable is the achiPvement

-test, scores obtained at the beginning andend of the year. Reinforcement

and inssystems, motivation, teaching .behaviors, .specific skillsinstruction in pec

are neither' carefully monitored nor contro lied, areThe primary variables

not clearly defined, not are seconda y variables

it.

........

considered.
-.,

While many

,ether points on this subject could be made, it is merely the intent here to

purportshow that while global studies sometimes to have found the a_t_l_Per Jur

reading curriculum, the methodology used in manTsuch s6idies casts- }doubt .on

their results and conclusions: beDramatic and '4-we ranging claims cannot.

made for studies which test the effects of a few specific Skills at a time...

However, it is the, opinion of the authors that more carefully controlled
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`studies of those specific skills will in the long run yield much more

26 -2 9

reliable InfermatiOn relating to the development (4 effective reading curricula.
,c

.Future Research

The most important area .of investigation supported by much of the data

earlier described is that of the relationship between specific la,uage and

cognitive skills and readinga*chievement. These variables .need to be isolated

and training in..them attempted to see if reading achievement can be promoted.

Language *Ails such as labelling seem highly related to reading, and it

appears that training in this and other skills, such as those taught in the

prereading program, can be very successful.

It would alSO seem - relevant to examine more specifically the kinds of

verbal 'intelligence skills that contribute the most to learning to read,

While this area of invesation is supported by IQ correlations with readiiig,

the fQ tests themselves do not.provi0 adequate data on exactly what .these

skills are. Training procedures for such skills also need to be 'developed.

The importance of attentional skills, for example, has been mentioned and

specific training methods attempted.

Within the reading currieuium, initial consonant learning was shown to

he an area which could very profitably be inveStigated.. The need for precise

data on trials to criterion, not available-in the method by which'data were

Collected this year, is recognized. Ways of accelerating learning,in this

area should be investigated, including such variables as grouping of items

(whether similar items should be taught together or not); massed'and distri-

buted practice,.individual instruction, and number of items to Xe learned

.once. Other variables considered in verbal learning and-paired associate

learning studies may also be relevant.
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The first year of'formal investigation at KEEP into the beginning
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reading problems of Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian students produCed the finding

that curriculum variables should be investighted in detail and pointed to.

some specific ways in which resea/ch in this area might proceed. Although

there was a continuing needneed:to.p.iide students with good teaching and

motivarionfrthe basis for all-future learning, It was concluded that,these

elements' in themselves were not sufficient to produce grade-level readers.

order to'acceleratelearning, instruction in certain kinds of

cognitive skills apparently needs to be built into reading programs for

diaadvantagecLHaWaiian and partHawaiian students. These skills may not be

recognized as reading skills themselves, but when taught they mayvery

well accelerate the whole process of learning to read.
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